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Introduction

Immigration law is most well-known among law professors for its marked departure from mainstream U.S. constitutional law. First invoked 125 years ago to shield the “Chinese exclusion laws” from judicial review, the plenary power doctrine in effect immunizes the substantive immigration judgments of Congress about which noncitizens to admit into, and deport from, the United States. Through the application of the doctrine, courts

---

have allowed the U.S. immigration laws to discriminate against noncitizens in ways that would be patently unconstitutional if the rights of U.S. citizens were at stake.

Slowly chipping away at the plenary power doctrine, the Supreme Court has increasingly protected the procedural due process rights of noncitizens facing removal from the country. Nevertheless, the core of the doctrine continues to protect the substantive immigration judgments of Congress from judicial review. The doctrine’s deviation from fundamental conceptions of constitutional review epitomizes what immigration law professors have characterized as “immigration exceptionalism.”

Commentators long have criticized the plenary power doctrine as being out of step with the revolution in constitutional law that took place over the twentieth century. Nonetheless, despite acting at various times to avoid the


3. See generally Peter H. Schuck, The Transformation of Immigration Law, 84 COLUM. L. REV. 1 (1984) (analyzing the evolution of immigration law and showing its movement toward increasing constitutional protections for noncitizens). A well-known example of a modern decision of this variety is Landon v. Plasencia, 459 U.S. 21, 22 (1982), in which the Supreme Court held that a lawful permanent resident who departed the United States for a brief period was entitled to a hearing comporting with Due Process before she could be denied return into the country.

4. See, e.g., Mathews v. Diaz, 426 U.S. 67, 79-80 (1976) (“In the exercise of its broad power over naturalization and immigration, Congress regularly makes rules that would be unacceptable if applied to citizens.”).


doctrine’s harsh impacts, the Supreme Court to this point has failed to eliminate, or substantially limit, the doctrine. Consequently, lower courts occasionally invoke the plenary power doctrine to justify deference to Congress and the executive branch in immigration matters.

Around the turn of the century, immigration scholars opined that the Court was on the verge of abrogating, or otherwise limiting, the plenary power doctrine. The events of September 11, 2001, however, abruptly ended talk of the doctrine’s demise. Indeed, when promulgating a regulation creating a program that required certain Arab and Muslim noncitizens to register with the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
then-Attorney General John Ashcroft expressly invoked the plenary power doctrine to protect the facially discriminatory measure from the inevitable constitutional challenges; he emphasized matter-of-factly that "[t]he political branches of the government have plenary authority in the immigration area. In the context of immigration and nationality laws, the Supreme Court has particularly 'underscore[d] the limited scope of judicial inquiry.'"10 Accepting the Attorney General’s assertions, courts rejected various constitutional challenges to the special registration program.11

Security fears expanded beyond the events of September 11, 2001, and ultimately translated into calls for greater enforcement of the U.S.-Mexico border.12 The focus on public safety also appeared, at least temporarily, to subtly influence the Supreme Court’s approach to various immigration measures, including the detention of immigrants convicted of crimes.13 As worries about terrorism in the United States have receded with the passage of time since September 11, the aggressive push for extraordinary immigration enforcement measures has generally diminished.

This Article posits that the trend in the Supreme Court’s contemporary immigration decisions suggests that the plenary power doctrine—the bedrock of immigration exceptionalism—is once again heading toward its ultimate demise. To test that thesis, the Article scrutinizes the Court’s immigration decisions, as well as some other actions, such as certiorari


11. See, e.g., Kandamar v. Gonzales, 464 F.3d 65 (1st Cir. 2006); Ahmed v. Gonzales, 447 F.3d 433 (5th Cir. 2006).


13. See MARGARET H. TAYLOR, Demore v. Kim: Judicial Deference to Congressional Folly, in IMMIGRATION STORIES 343-45 (David A. Martin & Peter H. Schuck eds., 2005) (contending that the Supreme Court’s decision upholding mandatory detention of noncitizens convicted of certain crimes in Demore v. Kim, 538 U.S. 510 (2003), was influenced by national security fears following September 11, 2001 and explained the decision’s departure from Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 679 (2001), which was decided shortly before September 11).
denials in significant immigration cases, from the 2009 to the 2013 Terms. This period coincides with the first five years of the Obama presidency, during which time the executive branch has infrequently relied on the plenary power doctrine as a justification for its immigration positions.14

The Supreme Court’s decisions reveal that, although it now reviews considerably fewer cases than it once did,15 immigration matters regularly comprise a bread-and-butter part of its docket. Indeed, the Court decided five immigration-related merits cases in the 2011 Term, which represents a large number for a specialty area of the law.16 Such a steady diet of immigration cases is consistent with the observation that it is an important national issue worthy of attention, and that the cases raise questions that go to the core of the modern administrative state. Considerable controversy has surrounded some of the immigration cases that have come before the Court,17 especially the much-publicized constitutional challenge to Arizona’s landmark immigration law known as SB 1070 and many other state and local efforts to push the federal government toward more vigorous enforcement of the immigration laws.18 What perhaps stands out most from the review of the five Terms is that a conservative Supreme Court, characterized by some observers as ideologically extreme,19 has consistently followed generally applicable legal principles in its immigration decisions. The Roberts Court’s immigration decisions indeed fit comfortably within the jurisprudential mainstream of its decisions in other substantive areas of law.20 The Court consistently has applied ordinary, standard, and unremarkable legal doctrines in ordinary, standard, and unremarkable ways.

14. See infra Part VI (analyzing trends in Supreme Court’s immigration decisions and arguments made by the executive branch to the Court).
16. See infra Part III (analyzing decisions from the 2011 Term).
17. See infra Parts I-V.
18. See infra Parts III.A, IV.C, V.B. (discussing Supreme Court’s approaches in federal preemption cases).
20. See infra Parts I-V.
In addition, the Court has declined to stretch its ordinary rules to review immigration cases with decidedly political overtones, such as the growing number of cases evaluating the constitutionality of state and local immigration enforcement laws. Rather, in selecting immigration cases for review, the Court has adhered to its standard practice of resolving circuit splits and considering legal questions of national importance. It has denied certiorari and refused to review a number of cases involving politically charged state and local immigration measures. For now, the Court has allowed its two recent decisions on federal preemption of such laws to be applied by the lower courts.

The Supreme Court under Chief Justice John Roberts has decided several cases dealing with the U.S. government’s efforts to remove from the country lawful permanent residents convicted of crimes. That development reflects Congress’s steady expansion of the criminal grounds for the removal of noncitizens combined with the dramatic increase in the U.S. government’s efforts at directing immigration enforcement at criminal noncitizens.

In response to the growing number of states attempting to “assist” in the enforcement of the federal immigration laws, the Court has shown keen interest in the constitutional distribution of power between the state and national governments. In consecutive Terms, the Court decided a pair of federal preemption cases squarely raising the constitutionality of immigration enforcement laws arising out of Arizona—ground zero in the heated national debate over immigration. Workmanlike in approach, the decisions clarified the relative spheres of federal versus state power with respect to modern immigration enforcement and reined in Arizona’s novel efforts (and, through its decision, similar moves by other state and local governments)

21. See infra Parts II.C.1., IV.C., V.B.
22. See, e.g., infra note 88 (noting that Court granted certiorari in Carachuri-Rosendo v. Holder to resolve a circuit split).
23. See infra text Parts IV.C, V.B and accompanying text.
25. See infra text accompanying notes 67-77.
governments) to encroach upon the federal immigration enforcement power. 27

Analyzing the body of immigration decisions of the Supreme Court in the 2009-13 Terms, this Article concludes that the Court has, to a large extent, continued to bring U.S. immigration law into the jurisprudential mainstream. Consistent with its efforts over more than a decade to avoid deciding serious constitutional questions, 28 the Court has interpreted the immigration laws in ways that allow it to bypass such questions and to not invoke the plenary power doctrine to shield constitutionally dubious statutes from judicial review. 29 Thus, without eliminating the doctrine, the Court has silently moved away from anything that might be characterized as immigration exceptionalism.

In applying U.S. immigration laws, both conservative and liberal Supreme Court Justices look first to the text of the comprehensive federal immigration statute, the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), 30 and spend considerable time debating the proper interpretation of the often complex statutory provisions. The Justices frequently differ about the application of conventional legal doctrines to immigration cases, but rarely raise the considerably more controversial question whether conventional doctrines should apply at all to these cases.

As those knowledgeable of contemporary developments in administrative law would suspect, the deference properly afforded the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) is a common battleground for advocates in the Supreme Court. The arguments on this important question

27. See infra Parts II.A, III.A.

28. See, e.g., INS v. St. Cyr, 533 U.S. 289, 298 (2001) (acknowledging the “strong presumption in favor of judicial review of administrative action” that requires “a clear statement of congressional intent to repeal habeas jurisdiction” of a removal order); McNary v. Haitian Refugee Ctr., Inc., 498 U.S. 479 (1991) (holding that, because Congress had not made a clear statement barring judicial review of class action, the Court would in a class action decide the lawfulness of the implementation of a program in the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986). Several other recent Supreme Court decisions have ensured judicial review of removal orders in the face of apparent congressional attempts to restrict, if not eliminate, judicial review. See, e.g., Demore v. Kim, 538 U.S. 510, 516-17 (2003); Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678, 687 (2001). This pattern of constitutional avoidance in ensuring judicial review of immigration matters can be understood as an effort by the Court to avoid invoking the plenary power doctrine. See Jenny S. Martinez, Process and Substance in the “War on Terror”, 108 COLUM. L. REV. 1013 (2008) (making similar observation in connection with litigation over the rights of enemy combatants).

29. See supra note 28 (citing authority).

are central to modern administrative law, in which there is much debate over the proper degree of deference due administrative agencies. As in many substantive areas of law, the issue results in differences of opinion among the Justices in immigration cases. Arguments about agency deference are related to arguments about statutory interpretation because, under well-established administrative law doctrine, the Court frequently defers to what it determines to be reasonable agency interpretations of ambiguous statutes. It was rare for any Justice—much less a majority of the Court—to advocate for the kind of extreme deference embodied by the plenary power doctrine.

In applying conventional methods to immigration cases, the Court has on a regular basis—although not always—rejected the U.S. government’s positions. It therefore is difficult to convincingly contend that the Court consistently extends extreme, undue, or exceptional deference to the government’s immigration decision-making. Some commentators might even contend that the Court in some cases is less deferential to the agencies administering the immigration laws than what arguably is called for by general administrative law principles.

As we shall see, a Supreme Court on the conservative side of the ideological spectrum has consistently taken a lawyerly—some might say judicious—case-by-case approach to the judicial review of immigration decisions. It applies generally applicable legal doctrines in its review. That development is unquestionably disappointing to advocates of an immigration jurisprudence more protective of immigrants. However, the trend in the Court’s decisions reflects what can be positively viewed as bringing immigration law more in line with conventional norms of judicial review. If the trend continues, the Court may ultimately relegate immigration exceptionalism, and the plenary power doctrine itself, to the history books, merely an artifact primarily of interest to legal historians. This Article predicts that unduly deferential approaches will likely not return with regularity in the foreseeable future. Such approaches, however,

31. See, e.g., infra Part III.B.
32. See infra notes 188-92 and accompanying text (discussing Justice Scalia’s scathing dissent in part in Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492 (2012)).
33. See infra Part III.B. (analyzing Court’s decision in Judulang v. Holder, 132 S. Ct. 476 (2011)).
34. See infra Part VI.A.
35. See infra Part VI.B.
36. See infra Part VI (summarizing the general trends in the Roberts Court’s immigration jurisprudence).
conceivably could return in truly exceptional cases, such as ones implicating an imminent mass migration or following another catastrophic act of terrorism.

I. The 2009 Term

In the 2009 Term, the Supreme Court extended a fundamental constitutional protection to noncitizens that has affected the vast majority of criminal prosecutions of noncitizens in the United States. The Court also decided two more ordinary immigration cases. Noncitizens prevailed in all three.

A. Padilla v. Kentucky: Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Based on Immigration Advice

Addressing an issue that had been percolating in the lower federal and state courts, the Supreme Court in Padilla v. Kentucky held that a lawful permanent resident could base a Sixth Amendment ineffective assistance of counsel claim on an attorney’s alleged failure to accurately inform the defendant of the possible immigration consequences of a criminal conviction—namely, possible removal from the United States.


39. See infra Parts I.B., C.


41. 559 U.S. 356, 374-75 (2010).
After pleading guilty to drug trafficking charges in Kentucky state court, Jose Padilla, a native of Honduras and a lawful permanent resident for more than forty years with U.S. citizen children, faced removal from the country. He claimed that his criminal defense counsel failed to advise him of the likely deportation resulting from a drug conviction before he entered a guilty plea; Padilla in fact alleged that his counsel had affirmatively told him not to worry about removal, because he had lived in this country for so many years. Padilla contended that, had he been properly informed of the likelihood of removal resulting from the plea bargain, he would have taken his chances at trial.

Rejecting the ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the Kentucky Supreme Court affirmed Padilla’s criminal conviction. It reasoned that, because deportation is a civil matter and a mere “collateral” consequence of a criminal conviction, the Sixth Amendment does not protect criminal defendants from erroneous advice about the possible immigration consequences of a conviction.

In one of his last opinions before retirement, Justice Stevens wrote for a majority of the Court. The Court held that the Sixth Amendment requires counsel to inform a noncitizen client that a plea carries the risk of deportation; consequently, Padilla had sufficiently alleged that his counsel’s representation was constitutionally deficient. In reaching that conclusion, the Court recognized that removal from the country is now virtually inevitable for many noncitizens convicted of crimes. Therefore, the receipt of accurate legal advice is more important than ever for noncitizens deciding whether to accept a plea deal. For many noncitizens, deportation is one of the most important parts of the total penalty that may flow from a criminal conviction.

42. Id. at 359.
43. Id.
44. Id.
46. See id. at 485. In the Supreme Court, the Solicitor General filed a brief in support of affirmation of the Kentucky Supreme Court’s decision. See Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents, Padilla v. Kentucky, 559 U.S. 356 (2010) (No. 08-651), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/preview/preview_briefs_pdfs_07_08_08_651_AffirmanceAmCuUSA.authcheckdam.pdf.
47. See Padilla, 559 U.S. at 373-74.
48. Id. at 360.
49. Id. at 364.
50. Id.
The Court previously had held that the Sixth Amendment entitles a criminal defendant to “the effective assistance of competent counsel,” before he or she decides whether to plead guilty.\(^{51}\) In evaluating the merits of Padilla’s claim, the Court applied the generally applicable test for ineffective assistance of counsel set forth in its 1984 decision of *Strickland v. Washington*.\(^{52}\)

Disagreeing with the Kentucky Supreme Court, the majority emphasized that, in deciding the scope of the right to effective assistance of counsel, it had never previously distinguished between “direct” and “collateral” consequences.\(^{53}\) The Court observed that, although removal proceedings are classified as civil matters, removal based on a criminal conviction is deeply intertwined with the modern criminal justice process. It thus is extraordinarily difficult to classify it as either a “direct” or “collateral” consequence of a criminal conviction.\(^{54}\) The Court further acknowledged that “[t]he weight of prevailing professional norms supports the view that [criminal defense] counsel must advise her client regarding the risk of deportation.”\(^{55}\)

The Court ultimately concluded that advice about possible removal from the United States is within the ambit of the Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel.\(^{56}\) Finding that Padilla had sufficiently alleged a constitutional violation, the Court remanded the case to the Kentucky courts for further proceedings to determine whether he had suffered the prejudice necessary to prevail under *Strickland*.\(^{57}\)

Justice Alito, joined by Chief Justice Roberts, concurred in the judgment.\(^{58}\) He agreed with the majority that Padilla had established a

\(^{51}\) *Id.* (quoting McMann v. Richardson, 397 U.S. 759, 771 (1970)).

\(^{52}\) *See id.* at 366 (citing *Strickland v. Washington*, 466 U.S. 668, 688 (1984)).

\(^{53}\) *Id.* at 365.

\(^{54}\) *Id.* at 365-66.

\(^{55}\) *Id.* at 367 (citing, inter alia, Gabriel J. Chin & Richard W. Holmes, Jr., *Effective Assistance of Counsel and the Consequences of Guilty Pleas*, 87 *Cornell L. Rev.* 697, 713-18 (2002)).

\(^{56}\) *Id.* at 374.

\(^{57}\) *Id.* at 369; *see Jenny Roberts, Proving Prejudice: Post-Padilla*, 54 How. L.J. 693, 695 (2011) (analyzing proof of prejudice required to prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim after the Supreme Court’s decision in *Padilla v. Kentucky*). On remand, the Court of Appeals of Kentucky found that violation of the right to effective assistance of counsel prejudiced Padilla and vacated the conviction. *See Padilla v. Kentucky*, 381 S.W.3d 322, 330 (Ky. Ct. App. 2012).

\(^{58}\) *Padilla*, 559 U.S. at 375 (Alito, J., concurring).
prima facie case of violation of his right to effective assistance of counsel. In his view, the right to effective assistance of counsel should only protect criminal defendants from defense counsel who affirmatively provide them with incorrect legal advice on immigration matters (as Padilla alleged). For Justice Alito, the right would ordinarily be limited to requiring counsel to advise the noncitizen defendant of the possible need to consult an immigration attorney about the adverse immigration consequences of a criminal conviction.

Justice Scalia, joined by Justice Thomas, dissented. The dissent emphatically disagreed with the majority that the effective assistance of counsel obligation under the Sixth Amendment extended to what he insisted were merely “collateral” civil consequences, including the possible immigration consequences, of a criminal conviction.

All of the justices on the Court decided Padilla’s ineffective assistance of counsel claim under the Sixth Amendment through the application of generally applicable precedent, even though the case involved a noncitizen defendant. In so doing, the majority brought removal-related advice under the purview of the general right to effective assistance of counsel.

Padilla v. Kentucky is one of the most significant decisions affecting the rights of immigrants in the United States in decades. Although only decided in 2010, the decision has already generated a voluminous body of scholarly commentary. The far-reaching practical impacts of the decision

59. See id.
60. See id.
61. See id.
62. See id. at 384-88.
63. Id. at 388 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
64. See id. at 389-90.
65. See infra note 66 (citing authorities).
in no small part result from the U.S. government’s increasingly aggressive efforts to deport “criminal aliens.” 67 Virtually every noncitizen plea agreement—a central part of the contemporary criminal justice system 68—


68. As the Supreme Court emphasized in *Missouri v. Frye*, 132 S. CT. 1399, 1407 (2012):

The reality is that plea bargains have become so central to the administration of the criminal justice system that defense counsel have responsibilities in the plea bargain process, responsibilities that must be met to render the adequate assistance of counsel that the Sixth Amendment requires in the criminal process at critical stages. Because ours “is for the most part a system of pleas, not a system of trials,” it is insufficient simply to point to the guarantee of a fair trial as a backstop that inoculates any errors in the pretrial process. “To a large extent . . . horse trading [between prosecutor and defense counsel] determines who goes to jail and for how long. That is what plea bargaining is. It is not
has immigration consequences and, as such, is subject to the mandate of the Court’s ruling.

B. Carachuri-Rosendo v. Holder: Removal for Misdemeanor Drug Possession

The immigration statute makes lawful permanent residents convicted of an “aggravated felony” ineligible for a form of relief from removal known as “cancellation of removal.” Such relief, if granted, permits the noncitizen to lawfully remain in the United States. Over the last several decades, Congress has progressively expanded the definition of an aggravated felony and thus subjected growing numbers of immigrants convicted of crimes to mandatory detention and removal. The trend reflects the political unpopularity in Congress of noncitizens convicted of crimes, as well as the consistent popularity of tough enforcement measures directed at immigrants.

some adjunct to the criminal justice system; it is the criminal justice system.”

69. A preview of the issues raised by this case can be found in Kevin R. Johnson & Raha Jorjani, Only in Immigration Law and in Alice in Wonderland: Aggravated Misdemeanors?, AMERICAN CONSTITUTION SOCIETY BLOG (Apr. 7, 2010), http://www.acslaw.org/acsblog/node/15775.
71. See id. § 1229b(a)(3).
72. As one commentator summarized the evolution of the definition of an “aggravated felony,”

When Congress first enacted the aggravated felony removal category in 1988, only three serious crimes were included: murder, drug trafficking, and firearms trafficking. The current list—now at twenty-eight offenses, some of which create further sub-categories—includes crimes that are neither aggravated nor felonies under criminal law. Misdemeanor drug possession with a one-year sentence can qualify as an aggravated felony, as does a year of probation with a suspended sentence for pulling hair—a misdemeanor under Georgia law. Convictions for selling ten dollars worth of marijuana, theft of a ten-dollar video game, shoplifting fifteen dollars worth of baby clothes, and forging a check for less than twenty dollars have all been held to be aggravated felonies. Aggravated felonies trigger mandatory detention, deportation without the possibility of almost all forms of discretionary relief, including asylum and cancellation of removal, and a permanent bar on lawful reentry.

With congressional expansion of the criminal grounds for removal, combined with the executive branch’s increased removal efforts directed at noncitizens convicted of crimes,\(^74\) the U.S. government now removes from the country approximately 400,000 immigrants each year.\(^75\) Many are lawful permanent residents convicted of relatively minor criminal offenses.\(^76\) As one commentator has aptly observed, “[t]he deportation of ‘criminal aliens’ is now the driving force in American immigration enforcement. . . . In effect, federal immigration enforcement has become a criminal removal system.”\(^77\)

In Carachuri-Rosendo v. Holder,\(^78\) the Court held that Carachuri-Rosendo’s second minor drug possession offense did not constitute an aggravated felony and therefore could not serve as grounds for automatic removal of a lawful permanent resident. It specifically addressed the question whether a state misdemeanor conviction for drug possession may amount to an aggravated felony under the U.S. immigration laws.\(^79\) A lawful permanent resident with four U.S. citizen children, Jose Angel Carachuri-Rosendo immigrated to the United States from Mexico in 1993.\(^80\) He subsequently was convicted for (1) misdemeanor possession of marijuana, for which he received a twenty-day jail sentence, and (2) misdemeanor possession of one tablet of a prescription drug (Xanax), for...
which he received a ten-day sentence. His two relatively minor drug possession convictions suggest that Carachuri-Rosendo was little more than a small-time drug offender.

Federal law provides that, when a person is convicted of possessing a controlled substance after a previous drug conviction, the prosecutor may seek what is known as a “recidivist enhancement,” which converts the second misdemeanor into a felony conviction. To secure such an enhancement, the prosecutor must comply with a number of procedural safeguards designed to protect the defendant.

The prosecutor failed to pursue a recidivist enhancement in Carachuri-Rosendo’s second drug possession prosecution. Nonetheless, the immigration court reasoned that, because Carachuri-Rosendo could have been prosecuted for a felony, he effectively had been convicted of an aggravated felony and, thus, was not eligible for cancellation of removal. The BIA agreed. The court of appeals denied Carachuri-Rosendo’s petition for review of the removal order. To resolve a conflict among the circuits, the Supreme Court granted certiorari.

In another opinion by Justice Stevens, the Court held that Carachuri-Rosendo’s second minor drug possession offense did not constitute an aggravated felony and, thus, could not serve as grounds for automatic removal. The Court found that, unless the second conviction is in fact based on a prior conviction (and the recidivist enhancement procedure followed), a misdemeanor drug possession offense cannot constitute an aggravated felony.

The Court reasoned that the U.S. government’s position ignored the plain language of the INA, which only prohibits the award of cancellation of removal when a noncitizen “has . . . been convicted of a[n] aggravated felony.

81. Id. at 570-71.
82. See id. at 568 (citing 21 U.S.C. § 851(a)(1) (2006)).
83. Id. at 567-69.
84. See id. at 563.
86. See id. at 390-94.
88. Compare id. (holding that state conviction for simple drug possession after prior conviction for simple possession is a felony under the Controlled Substances Act and therefore an aggravated felony under the immigration laws), with Alsol v. Mukasey, 548 F.3d 207, 219 (2d Cir. 2008) (reaching a contrary conclusion).
89. Carachuri-Rosendo, 560 U.S. at 581-82.
90. See id. at 582.
felony.””91 The Court further observed that one does not ordinarily think of a
ten-day sentence for unauthorized possession of a single prescription pill as
an aggravated felony.92 Citing 2004 precedent, the Court noted that courts
should construe any ambiguities in criminal statutes cross-referenced in the
immigration laws in favor of the noncitizen, a variation of the time-honored
rule of lenity historically applied to the interpretation of penal laws.93

Justices Scalia94 and Thomas95 each separately concurred in the
judgment. Both Justices agreed with the holding of the majority. Each,
however, would have reached the conclusion through slightly different
analyses of the statutory text and relevant precedent.96

In sum, the Supreme Court in Carachuri-Rosendo v. Holder engaged in
unremarkable statutory interpretation of the immigration laws and rejected
the U.S. government’s reading of the statute.97 A majority of the Court
relied on a variant of the rule of lenity to interpret statutory ambiguities in
favor of Carachuri-Rosendo and to find him eligible for relief from
removal.98 The Justices unanimously agreed on the ultimate disposition of
the case.

Following standard practice,99 the Supreme Court granted certiorari,
vacated the judgments, and remanded for further consideration eighteen
cases raising similar issues in light of its decision in Carachuri-Rosendo v.
Holder.100 The relatively large number of cases subject to the Court’s ruling
is a by-product of the Obama administration’s concentrated efforts to
remove noncitizens with criminal convictions.101

---

91. Id. at 576 (quoting 8 U.S.C. § 1229b(a)(3) (2006)) (alteration in original).
92. See id. at 564.
93. See id. at 581 (citing Leocal v. Ashcroft, 543 U.S. 1, 11 (2004)).
94. Id. at 582 (Scalia, J., concurring).
95. Id. at 584 (Thomas, J., concurring).
96. See supra text accompanying notes 94-95 (citing concurring opinions).
97. For analysis of the Court’s decision in Carachuri-Rosendo v. Holder, see Asher
Steinberg, Supreme Court Holds That a Finding of Recidivism Must Be Made in Court of
Conviction for Repeat Offenses to Qualify as Recidivist Offenses When Ruling on
Applications for Cancellations of Removal, 25 Geo. Immigr. L.J. 539 (2011); Inna
Zazulevskaya, Comment, Carachuri-Rosendo v. Holder: To Be Deemed Convicted of an
99. See Sena Ku, Comment, The Supreme Court's GVR Power: Drawing a Line
Between Deference and Control, 102 NW. U.L. Rev. 383 (2008) (reviewing Court’s grants of
certiorari, vacation of judgments, and remands).
100. See Supreme Court Grants Cert, Vacates Judgments in Eighteen Cases in Light of
Carachuri-Rosendo, 87 Interpreter Releases 1287 (June 28, 2010).
101. See supra text accompanying notes 67-77.
C. Kucana v. Holder: Judicial Review of Motions to Reopen

Having overslept, Agron Kucana, who entered the country on a business visa but stayed after it expired, missed his removal hearing in the immigration court; at that hearing, he would have had the opportunity to produce evidence in support of asylum and withholding-of-removal claims based on his alleged fear of persecution if he were returned to his native country of Albania.\(^{102}\) The immigration court in absentia ordered Kucana removed from the United States.\(^{103}\) As authorized by regulation,\(^{104}\) he filed a motion to reopen the proceedings to seek relief from removal.\(^{105}\) The immigration court and Board of Immigration Appeals denied the motion.\(^{106}\)

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, in an opinion by Chief Judge Easterbrook, dismissed the petition for review of the denial of the motion to reopen for lack of jurisdiction; the court based the dismissal on 1996 amendments to the immigration laws that greatly limited judicial review of the discretionary judgments of the Attorney General.\(^{107}\) Judge Cudahy dissented, asserting that the majority opinion “giv[es] the executive branch the authority to insulate its decisions from judicial review where there is no clear indication in the statute that Congress intended to strip us of our jurisdiction.”\(^{108}\) To resolve a conflict among the circuits, the Supreme Court granted certiorari.\(^{109}\)

Taking an exceedingly rare step, then-Solicitor General Elena Kagan refused to defend the lower court’s holding that the court lacked jurisdiction to review the denial of the motion to reopen.\(^{110}\) Her refusal to defend the


\(^{103}\) Kucana, 558 U.S. at 240.

\(^{104}\) See 8 C.F.R. § 1003.2(c) (2014).

\(^{105}\) Kucana, 558 U.S. at 240.

\(^{106}\) Id.

\(^{107}\) See Kucana v. Mukasey, 533 F.3d 534 (7th Cir. 2008).

\(^{108}\) Id. at 540 (Cudahy, J., dissenting).

\(^{109}\) See Kucana, 558 U.S. at 241. For circuits reaching conclusions contrary to that of the Seventh Circuit, see Jahjaga v. Attorney General, 512 F.3d 80 (3d Cir. 2008); Singh v. Mukasey, 536 F.3d 149 (2d Cir. 2008); Zhao v. Gonzales, 404 F.3d 295 (5th Cir. 2005); Infanzon v. Ashcroft, 386 F.3d 1359 (10th Cir. 2004); Medina-Morales v. Ashcroft, 371 F.3d 520 (9th Cir. 2004). The Obama administration also later refused to defend a court of appeals ruling that it lacked jurisdiction to review equitable tolling of the deadline to file a motion to reopen. See Mata v. Holder, 135 S. Ct. 1039 (2015).

\(^{110}\) See Kucana, 558 U.S. at 241-42.
lower court ruling unquestionably signaled to the Supreme Court the vulnerability of the decision and foreshadowed the ultimate outcome of the case. The Court appointed a law professor to defend the court of appeals’ decision.112

Justice Ginsburg wrote the opinion for the Supreme Court, which was joined by all of the Justices except Justice Alito.113 The Court acknowledged that a motion to reopen removal proceedings is an “‘important safeguard’” for noncitizens facing removal.114 In the Court’s estimation, the language of the statute, relevant legislative and regulatory history, and the longstanding presumption favoring judicial review of administrative action115 all favored judicial review of the denial of a motion to reopen the removal proceedings.116 The Court relied on the plain language of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996.117 The statute expressly barred the review of the discretionary judgments by the Attorney General, not discretionary decisions delegated by regulation by the Attorney General to the Board of Immigration Appeals.118

111. Id.
112. See id. The Court appointed Professor Amanda Leiter of Washington College of Law at American University as counsel to defend the lower court ruling. Id.
113. Id. at 236.
114. Id. at 242 (quoting Dada v. Mukasey, 554 U.S. 1, 18 (2008) (citation omitted)). The Court previously had afforded considerable deference to the judgment of the BIA in reviewing motions to reopen. See, e.g., INS v. Abudu, 485 U.S. 94, 110 (1988); INS v. Wang, 450 U.S. 139, 146 (1981). Lower courts frequently found that the Court’s decisions generally required broad deference to the rulings of the Board. See, e.g., Jara-Navarrette v. INS, 813 F.2d 1340, 1342 (9th Cir. 1986); Hamid v. INS, 648 F.2d 635, 637 (9th Cir. 1981).
115. See Kucana, 558 U.S. at 251-52 (citing, inter alia, Gutierrez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 U.S. 417, 434 (1995)).
118. See Kucana, 558 U.S. at 252.
Contending the Court should have decided the case on narrower statutory and regulatory grounds, Justice Alito concurred in the judgment.\textsuperscript{119} Thus, the Justices unanimously rejected the court of appeals’s conclusion that motions to reopen were not subject to judicial review under the 1996 immigration reform legislation.

The Supreme Court in \textit{Kucana v. Holder} therefore held that courts of appeals continue to have jurisdiction under the 1996 reforms to review denials of motions to reopen removal proceedings by the BIA.\textsuperscript{120} This holding builds on the Court’s line of decisions ensuring the judicial review of removal decisions in the face of increasingly stringent congressional restrictions.

It unquestionably would have represented a major change in the law if the Supreme Court had eliminated the long-established judicial authority to review motions to reopen removal proceedings. Noncitizens subject to removal from the United States regularly file motions to reopen, seeking among other things, to present new evidence in support of claims for relief from removal.\textsuperscript{121} Rather than taking what would have been an extraordinary step of uncertain constitutionality, the Court cautiously opted to protect the right to judicial review—a holding in tension with the plenary power doctrine’s immunity from judicial scrutiny—and ensured the possibility for courts to correct erroneous action by the executive branch. The Court adhered to the general presumption favoring judicial review of agency action. Congress, of course, could intervene to foreclose judicial review of motions to reopen, but has not yet done so.

\textit{II. The 2010 Term}

In the 2010 Term, the Supreme Court decided the first of two cases from Arizona in consecutive Terms raising the contentious issue of state versus federal power over immigration enforcement.\textsuperscript{122} Even though recognizing federal primacy over immigration regulation, the Court relied on the plain language of the statutory provision in question to conclude that federal immigration law did not preempt the Arizona law.\textsuperscript{123}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{119} Id. at 253 (Alito, J., concurring).
\textsuperscript{121} See supra note 120 (citing a series of Supreme Court motion to reopen decisions).
\textsuperscript{122} See Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting, 131 S. Ct. 1968 (2011).
\textsuperscript{123} See infra Part II.A.}
In a rare occurrence, the Term also saw a deadlocked Court affirm the refusal of a court of appeals to invalidate what amounts to discrimination based on gender stereotypes in the nationality laws. The fact that the Court was evenly split on the question suggests that the plenary power doctrine—which the case implicated and which, if invoked, would have barred judicial review—is in jeopardy. A near-majority of the Court, which would likely have been a majority if Justice Kagan had not recused herself, appears to be ready to limit, if not eliminate, the scope of the doctrine.

In two cases involving state and local laws touching on immigration, the Court took actions that, although not deciding the merits, followed its generally applicable practices.

A. Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting: Federal Preemption of a State Immigration Enforcement Law

In 1986, Congress passed a major immigration reform bill; the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) sought to deter undocumented immigration by expressly prohibiting the employment of undocumented immigrants. The Act allows the imposition of civil penalties, known as “employer sanctions,” on employers who violate the proscription. IRCA expressly preempts “any State or local law imposing civil or criminal sanctions (other than through licensing and similar laws) upon those who employ, or recruit or refer for a fee for employment, unauthorized aliens.”

124. See infra Part II.B.
125. Flores-Villar, 131 S. Ct. at 2312.
126. See infra Part II.C.
128. 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(e)(4) (2012). The adverse impacts of employer sanctions, including increased discrimination against national origin minorities, have been the subject of considerable criticism. See, e.g., Cecelia M. Espenoza, The Illusory Provisions of Sanctions: The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, 8 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 343, 389 (1994) (concluding that the elimination of employer sanctions is the most expedient way to remedy the increased racial discrimination caused by their enforcement); Huyen Pham, The Private Enforcement of Immigration Laws, 96 GEO. L.J. 777, 780-82 (2008) (analyzing the ineffectiveness of employer sanctions and the national origin discrimination against lawful workers resulting from their enforcement); Michael J. Wishnie, Prohibiting the Employment of Unauthorized Immigrants: The Experiment Fails, 2007 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 193, 195 (arguing that employer sanctions regime has failed to deter undocumented immigration).
In an effort to improve the ability of employers to comply with the employer sanctions provisions, Congress in 1996 authorized the creation of E-Verify, an internet-based system that allows employers to verify the work authorization status of employees and job applicants. The law also prohibits the U.S. government from mandating any person or entity (including the states) other than the federal government to use E-Verify.

In a purported effort to facilitate immigration enforcement, the Arizona legislature in 2007 passed the Arizona Legal Workers Act. It provides for the suspension or revocation of the licenses of Arizona businesses that knowingly and intentionally employ undocumented immigrants. The Act further requires employers in Arizona to utilize the federal E-Verify database.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America and various business and civil rights organizations challenged the constitutionality of the Arizona Legal Workers Act. They argued that federal immigration law preempted its provisions. Both the district court and U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit rejected the challenges. Before the Supreme Court, the Solicitor General filed a brief registering support of the U.S. government for the federal preemption position advocated by the Chamber of Commerce.

130. See 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(b). The accuracy of the E-Verify database has been questioned. See WESTAT, FINDINGS OF THE E-VERIFY PROGRAM EVALUATION 114 (2009), available at http://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/E-Verify/E-Verify/Final%20E-Verify%20Report%202012-16-09_2.pdf; Emily Patten, Note, E-Verify During a Period of Economic Recovery and High Unemployment, 2012 UTAH L. REV. 475, 482-83; see also T. Alexander Aleinikoff, Administrative Law: Immigration, Amnesty, and the Rule of Law, 36 HOFSTRA L. REV. 1313, 1314 (2008) (“There is no clear way to fix employer sanctions anytime soon. The widely discussed ‘smart cards’ or ‘swipe cards’ will be years in the making. Meanwhile, massive work will need to be done on government databases to clean up misspelled, duplicate, and false names.”) (citation omitted).

133. Id.
134. See id. § 23-212(I).
In *Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting*, the Supreme Court, in a majority opinion written by Chief Justice Roberts, concluded that federal immigration law did not preempt the Arizona law. Although reiterating that the “‘[p]ower to regulate immigration is unquestionably . . . a federal power,’” the Court held that IRCA’s preemption provision expressly preserves state authority to impose sanctions on employers of undocumented immigrants “through licensing and similar laws”; it thus was not expressly preempted. A plurality of the Court also found that the Arizona licensing law was not impliedly preempted by federal law.

The Court further concluded that federal immigration law did not preempt Arizona’s E-Verify mandate. In reaching that conclusion, the majority reasoned that the fact that the statute expressly prohibits the federal government from mandating use of E-Verify by private employers does not mean that the states cannot do so.

Justice Breyer, joined by Justice Ginsburg, dissented. Justice Sotomayor dissented separately. The analysis of the two dissents differed from the majority primarily with respect to the interpretation and application of IRCA’s preemption provision to the Arizona Legal Workers Act.

*Whiting* is a narrowly drawn decision dealing with the interpretation and application of the language of the Immigration Reform and Control Act. The Court carefully adhered to the plain meaning of the statute, which

---

139. *Id.* at 1977-81 (citing 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(h)(2) (2012)).
140. See *id.* at 1981-85.
141. See *id.* at 1985-86.
142. See *id.* at 1985.
143. See *id.* at 1987 (Breyer, J., dissenting). Justice Breyer expressed concern with the possible civil rights impacts of the Arizona Legal Workers Act on Latina/o workers resulting from its heightened penalties for the employment of undocumented immigrants, which included suspension and possible loss of a business license. See *id.* at 1061-26; see also supra note 128 and accompanying text (citing authorities expressing concern that employer sanction provisions contribute to national origin discrimination).
145. See *supra* text accompanying notes 137-44.
expressly preserves state authority to exercise the licensing power to facilitate enforcement of the employer sanctions provisions of the federal immigration laws. In so doing, the Court declined to find that the Arizona Legal Workers Act impermissibly infringed on the federal power to regulate immigration.146 A majority of the Court applied a conventional reading of the text of the statute to find that federal immigration law did not preempt the Arizona law.

A number of commentators expressed concern that the decision in Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting signaled the Supreme Court’s willingness to uphold other more aggressive state and local immigration enforcement measures.147 The Court’s refusal to disturb the Arizona law appears to have encouraged state legislatures to enact increasingly strict immigration enforcement laws.148 Nonetheless, the Whiting decision employed a straightforward federal preemption analysis based on a plain meaning interpretation of the statutory provision in question. The analysis is clearly within the jurisprudential mainstream.

146. See Whiting, 131 S. Ct. at 1977-81.

147. See Marisa S. Cianciarulo, The “Arizonification” of Immigration Law: Implications of Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting for State and Local Immigration Legislation, 15 HARV. LATINO L. REV. 85, 117 (2012); see also Gregory Delassus, Note, Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting and the Future of State Immigration Laws, 56 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 613, 614 (2012) (“[T]he Supreme Court [in Whiting] should have reversed existing precedents and secured control of immigration law at the Federal level. Such an outcome would have prevented further impractical immigration restrictions, created a more uniform and predictable frame of reference for employers’ immigration questions, and enhanced compliance with the law.”); Keelan Diana, Comment, Chamber of Commerce of U.S. v. Whiting: The Possibility of Anti-Discriminatory Immigration Reform in an Era of Resurgent Federalism, 12 U. MD. L. RACE, RELIGION, GENDER & CLASS 196, 199 (2012) (“In an era of extreme anti-immigrant sentiment, Whiting signifies not only that the Supreme Court will allow states to perform functions that have traditionally fallen within the purview of the federal government, but more importantly that the Court may be willing to tolerate states like Arizona and Alabama enacting even more harmful legislation.”) (emphasis added); Krystal D. Norton, Note, Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting: Why the States Are Permitted to Pass a Tidal Wave of New State Laws So Dangerously Intertwined with Federal Immigration Law, 57 LOY. L. REV. 673, 675 (2011) (“In Whiting, the Court . . . started the ball rolling on allowing states to pass more restrictive statutes on the basis of U.S. immigration status.”).

B. Flores-Villar v. United States: The Plenary Power Doctrine and Gender Distinctions in the Nationality Laws

In United States v. Flores-Villar, the Ninth Circuit rejected a constitutional challenge to a federal law that established different standards for obtaining U.S. citizenship for children born outside of the United States to unmarried parents, depending on whether the child’s mother or father was a U.S. citizen; the law favored mothers over fathers with respect to bestowing citizenship on children. An equally divided four-four Court, with Justice Kagan recusing herself, deadlocked, thereby affirming the court of appeals’ ruling that upheld the gender distinction in the nationality law.

Flores-Villar is one of several occasions in recent years in which the Supreme Court has grappled with the constitutionality of gender-based distinctions in the immigration and nationality laws. The Court has not hesitated to invalidate similar distinctions based on gender stereotypes in other laws. Such distinctions, however, remain in several provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act, which the plenary power doctrine historically has shielded from meaningful constitutional review.

The fact that the Supreme Court was equally divided in Flores-Villar places in doubt the future vitality of the plenary power doctrine, which is

---

150. See Flores-Villar, 536 F.3d at 994-95 (citing 8 U.S.C. §§ 1401(a)(7), 1409 (1976)).
154. See supra text accompanying notes 1-11.
the bedrock of immigration exceptionalism. At least four Justices apparently would not have applied the doctrine to protect the law in question from judicial review and would have struck down the gender-based distinction. Although speculation about the votes of Justices is hazardous at best, the Justice who recused herself, Elena Kagan, might well be expected to side in the future, as she often does, with the Court’s more liberal Justices.155

C. Federal Preemption of State and Local Immigration Enforcement Laws

Besides the merits decisions of the 2010 Term, the Supreme Court took notable action in two cases addressing the lawfulness of state and local laws touching on immigration.

1. Lozano v. City of Hazleton: Federal Preemption of a Local Immigration Enforcement Ordinance

In light of Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting,156 the Supreme Court granted certiorari, vacated, and remanded a court of appeals decision striking down, on federal preemption grounds, much of a controversial ordinance that the Hazleton, Pennsylvania city council passed in the name of facilitating immigration enforcement.157 The council passed the ordinance after heated public debate marred by palpable expression of anti-Latina/o sentiment.158 Along with other immigration enforcement-oriented measures, the Hazleton ordinance would have, among other things, prohibited landlords from renting housing to undocumented immigrants.159 The ordinance was one of the plethora of state and local immigration enforcement laws passed in the early years of the new millennium that

155. See Adam Liptak, With Eyes on His Vote in Health Subsidies Case, Roberts Lets on Little, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 6, 2015, at A17 (reiterating the view that, based on voting patterns, Justice Kagan is one of the liberal members of the current Supreme Court).

156. See supra Part II.A.


158. See Lozano, 620 F.3d at 209 n.31.

signaled increasing public frustration with federal immigration enforcement.160

When issues raised in a petition for certiorari are similar to those recently decided by the Court, the Supreme Court routinely grants certiorari, vacates, and remands the lower court decision for further consideration in light of the new decision.161 The Court in the Hazleton case followed its standard practice and vacated and remanded the court of appeals’s decision in light of *Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting*.162 Some commentators read the Court’s action as suggesting that the Court in the future might be willing to approve more aggressive state and local immigration enforcement measures.163 Such a development would signify a deviation from past practice and represent an arguably extreme change in the law.164

160. See Johnson, supra note 148, at 617 (explaining how the changing regional demographics of immigration and tightening state and local budgets contributed to the enactment of a record number of state and local immigration laws); supra text accompanying note and note 147 (mentioning commentators who feared that the Supreme Court decision in *Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting* would result in an increase in state and local efforts to enforce the U.S. immigration laws); see also NAT’L CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES, 2010 IMMIGRATION-RELATED BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS IN THE STATES (JANUARY-MARCH 2010), at 1 (Apr. 27, 2010), available at http://ncsl.org/portals/1/documents/immig/immigration_report_april2010.pdf (“With federal immigration reform currently stalled in Congress, state legislatures continue to tackle immigration issues at an unprecedented rate.”). See generally STRANGE NEIGHBORS: THE ROLE OF STATES IN IMMIGRATION POLICY (Carissa Byrne Hessick & Gabriel J. Chin eds., 2014) (collecting essays analyzing the propriety of increased state and local immigration enforcement).

161. See, e.g., supra text accompanying notes 99-101 (mentioning how the Court vacated and remanded the rulings in eighteen cases in light of its decision in *Carachuri-Rosendo v. Holder*).

162. See supra text accompanying notes 99-101.

163. See supra text accompanying notes 147-148. The fear that *Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting* would open the door to courts upholding state and local immigration enforcement laws proved to be unfounded. On remand, the Third Circuit reaffirmed its earlier holding that federal immigration law preempted the core provisions of the Hazleton ordinance. See Lozano v. City of Hazleton, 724 F.3d 297 (3d Cir. 2013). The Court subsequently denied the City of Hazleton’s petition for certiorari and declined to review the court of appeals decision invalidating much of the city ordinance. See City of Hazleton v. Lozano, 134 S. Ct. 1491 (2014); infra Part V.B.1.

164. See supra Part II.A.
2. Martinez v. Regents of the University of California: Public University Fees for Undocumented Residents

In *Martinez v. Regents of the University of California*, the California Supreme Court unanimously rejected a challenge under federal law to a state law that allows certain graduates of California high schools, including undocumented immigrants, to pay the same fees as state residents to attend the University of California, state universities, and community colleges. The Supreme Court denied certiorari in the case.

The California Supreme Court decision rested on the interpretation of federal law and garnered considerable public attention. Nonetheless, the U.S. Supreme Court refused to disturb the court’s ruling. That refusal suggests that the Court is reluctant to interfere in decisions generally reserved to the states, such as those concerning the fees that state public colleges and universities charge to undocumented residents, including immigrant students.

---

165. 8 U.S.C. § 1623(a) (2012) (“[A]n alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall not be eligible on the basis of residence within in a state (or a political subdivision) for any postsecondary education benefit unless a citizen or national of the United States is eligible for such a benefit (in no less an amount, duration, and scope) without regard to whether the citizen or national is such a resident.”).

166. CAL. EDUC. CODE § 68130.5 (West 2014). Through this and other laws, California in recent years has sought to improve access of undocumented students to California public colleges and universities. See CALIFORNIA DREAM ACT OF 2011 BILL ANALYSIS 1-6 (2011), available at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/11-12/bill/asm/ab_0101-0150/ab_130_cfa_20110607_133225_sen_comm.html; see also California DREAM Act, A.B. 130, 2011-12 Sess. (Cal. 2011) (making undocumented California residents eligible to receive scholarships derived from nonfederal funds).


169. See supra note 165 and accompanying text (citing federal statute).

III. The 2011 Term

The 2011 Term saw the Supreme Court decide five immigration cases, a relatively large number for one Term. In one of the most important immigration decisions in years, the Court in Arizona v. United States171 ruled in a rather unremarkable, workmanlike way to reinforce federal supremacy over immigration enforcement and invalidate core provisions of a controversial Arizona immigration enforcement law.

In addition, the Supreme Court decided four more ordinary immigration cases in the 2011 Term, a large number of immigration cases for it to decide on the merits in a single Term. Those decisions offer critically important insights into how the Court approaches the bread-and-butter of the federal courts’ immigration docket. Despite the fact that the immigration laws are tough on noncitizens convicted of criminal offenses,172 the Court approached the cases as standard exercises of statutory interpretation, administrative deference, and the application of other generally applicable doctrines.

All five immigration decisions of the 2011 Term fall squarely into the mainstream of the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence. Immigrants won three of the cases, which is not a bad win-loss percentage in light of the strict laws being applied and the deference generally afforded the government.

A. Arizona v. United States: Federal Preemption of a State Immigration Enforcement Law

With Congress failing to enact immigration reform, despite attempts spanning nearly a decade,173 a growing number of state legislatures passed laws purportedly designed to facilitate immigration enforcement.174 The Supreme Court’s decision in Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting, which upheld Arizona’s business licensing law, arguably encouraged state and local governments to act in the name of immigration enforcement.175

171. 132 S. Ct. 2492, 2511 (2012); see Lauren Gilbert, Obama’s Ruby Slippers: Enforcement Discretion in the Absence of Immigration Reform, 116 W. VA. L. REV. 255, 299 (2013) (“Arizona v. United States was a watershed decision because it reaffirmed a model of federalism that accords deference to Congress in regulating immigration and in delegating broad rule-making authority to the Executive.”).
172. See supra text accompanying notes 67-77.
174. See Johnson, supra note 148, at 617.
175. See supra text accompanying notes 147-48.
In 2010, the Arizona legislature passed the Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe Neighborhoods Act, popularly known as SB 1070. This new immigration enforcement measure was considerably broader in scope than the Arizona Legal Workers Act upheld by the Court in Whiting; SB 1070 generated substantial national controversy for its tough brand of state immigration enforcement.

SB 1070's “stated purpose is to ‘discourage and deter the unlawful entry and presence of aliens and economic activity by persons unlawfully present in the United States. . . . The law’s provisions establish an official state policy of ‘attrition through enforcement.’” The court of appeals struck down four central provisions of the law.

The Supreme Court “granted certiorari to resolve important questions concerning the interaction of state and federal power with respect to the law of immigration and alien status.” Court watchers predicted that a conservative Court might well uphold much, if not all, of the Arizona law, which many conservatives championed.


In Arizona v. United States, the Court—in a majority opinion by Justice Kennedy joined by Chief Justice Roberts and Justices Ginsburg, Breyer, and Sotomayor—largely agreed with the Ninth Circuit and invalidated three core provisions of SB 1070.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\) A five-three Court found that federal immigration law preempted sections 3 (creating a state crime for failing to carry an alien registration document), 5(c) (making it a crime under state law to work without authorization), and 6 (authorizing the warrantless arrest of persons believed to have committed an offense making them removable from the United States).\(^5\)

A majority of the Court upheld one provision of SB 1070.\(^6\) Section 2(B) of the law requires state and local law enforcement officers to verify the immigration status of persons who they reasonably suspect of being in the country in violation of the immigration laws.\(^7\)\(^8\) Refusing to invalidate the provision on its face, the Court left open the possibility of challenges to its application by Arizona law enforcement authorities in individual cases.\(^9\)

Not able to agree among themselves, Justices Scalia, Thomas, and Alito all filed separate opinions concurring in part and dissenting in part.\(^10\) Most jarring among the opinions was Justice Scalia’s, who would have upheld SB 1070 in its entirety.\(^11\) Exhibiting a strident ideological tone relatively rare in a Supreme Court opinion, his partial dissent noted at the outset that

\[\text{[t]he United States is an indivisible “Union of sovereign States.”} \]

Today’s opinion, approving virtually all of the Ninth Circuit’s injunction against enforcement of the four challenged provisions of Arizona’s law, deprives States of what most would consider the defining characteristic of sovereignty: the power to exclude from the sovereign’s territory people who have no right to be

---

182. See 132 S. Ct. at 2510-11. Justice Kagan did not participate in the consideration or decision in the case. See id. at 2511.
183. See id. at 2510.
184. See id. at 2507-10.
185. See id.
186. See id. at 2510.
187. See infra text accompanying notes 188-194.
188. See Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. at 2511-22 (Scalia, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part).
there. Neither the Constitution itself nor even any law passed by Congress supports this result. . . .

. . . .

. . . As a sovereign, Arizona has the inherent power to exclude persons from its territory, subject only to those limitations expressed in the Constitution or constitutionally imposed by Congress.189

Justice Scalia proceeded to express disapproval of, if not outright disdain for, the Obama administration’s immigration policy choices, including some that appeared to be only marginally related to the Arizona law before the Court.190 In conclusion, Justice Scalia sarcastically quipped that “[i]f securing its territory [through SB 1070] is not within the power of Arizona, we should cease referring to it as a sovereign State.”191 Attracting considerable media attention, his stinging rebuke of the majority opinion was more often than not criticized as excessive.192

Although agreeing with Justice Scalia that federal law did not preempt any of SB 1070, Justice Thomas reached that conclusion through more conventional federal preemption analysis and without Justice Scalia’s strident criticism of the Obama administration’s immigration policy choices.193 Adhering to precedent, Justice Alito would have only found section 3, involving noncitizen registration, to be preempted by federal immigration law.194

189. Id. at 2511 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (citations omitted).
190. See id. at 2521 (criticizing the Obama administration’s 2012 Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program that temporarily deferred the removal of undocumented immigrants brought to the United States as children).
191. Id. at 2522.
194. Id. at 2524 (Alito, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part). The Court previously had invalidated a similar provision in a Pennsylvania law. See Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 72 (1941).
As noted above, the Court’s upholding of section 2(B) of SB 1070 generated considerable concern and criticism. Popularly known as the “show your papers” requirement, this provision, which can be found in many of the new immigration enforcement laws passed by the states, mandates state and local police to verify the immigration status of anyone about whom they have a “reasonable suspicion” of unlawful presence in the United States. Critics worried that implementation of section 2(B) would result in increased racial profiling of Latina/os by state and local officers in criminal law enforcement. By focusing on the technical federal preemption challenge and reserving the possibility of future “as applied” challenges, the majority’s approach allowed the Court to sidestep the most frequently voiced civil rights concern with SB 1070.

The Court in Arizona v. United States, including all of the separate opinions (except perhaps Justice Scalia’s), applied generally applicable federal preemption doctrine in a relatively unremarkable way. That application resembled the analysis in which the Court has engaged in deciding whether federal law preempted state laws in other substantive areas, as well as its by-the-books decision the previous Term in Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting.

Although the Court made it clear that federal power preempted various enforcement efforts in Arizona v. United States and ensured federal primacy over immigration regulation, its decision the previous term in Whiting.

195. See Johnson, supra note 148, at 630 (describing how § 2(B)’s requirement that state and local police verify the immigration status of persons whom they have a “reasonable suspicion” to believe are unlawfully in the United States is one of the most controversial features of SB 1070); see also Kevin R. Johnson, A Case Study of Color-Blindness: The Racially Disparate Impacts of Arizona’s SB 1070 and the Failure of Comprehensive Immigration Reform, 2 U.C. IRVINE L. REV. 313, 331-33 (2012) (analyzing claim that SB 1070 would increase racial profiling by local law enforcement).

196. See Johnson, supra note 148, at 617.


198. See supra note 177.

199. See Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. at 2500-01.


201. See supra Part II.A (discussing Whiting).

202. For analysis of recent developments in federal preemption of state and local immigration enforcement laws, see Kerry Abrams, Plenary Power Preemption, 99 VA. L. REV. 601 (2013); Jennifer M. Chacón, The Transformation of Immigration Federalism, 21 WM. &
made it equally clear that Congress ensured some room for the states to act in the realm of immigration enforcement. In striking down core provisions of Arizona’s SB 1070 as intruding on the federal power to regulate immigration, the Supreme Court surprised many observers who predicted that the conservative Roberts Court would uphold the law in its entirety.

B. Judulang v. Holder: Relief from Removal

Section 212(c) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, repealed in 1996, provided for a “waiver of excludability” allowing a noncitizen to secure relief preventing removal from the country despite a criminal conviction. The Supreme Court in Judulang v. Holder addressed a question about the availability of that form of relief to a lawful permanent resident convicted of a crime.

The U.S. government sought to remove from the United States Joel Judulang, a lawful permanent resident from the Philippines who had lived in this country since 1974, based on a 1989 voluntary manslaughter conviction. The U.S. government argued that Judulang should be removed from the United States because he had committed an “aggravated felony” involving a “crime of violence.” The BIA ruled, and the Ninth

203. See supra Part II.A.
204. See supra note 181 (citing news reports to this effect).
206. The Court had previously ruled that noncitizens could apply for § 212(c) relief based on criminal convictions before Congress repealed the statutory provision in 1996 immigration reforms. See INS v. St. Cyr, 533 U.S. 289, 326 (2001).
208. See id. at 477.
209. Id.
Circuit agreed, that a “crime of violence” was not “comparable” to any ground for exclusion for which a waiver of excludability was available and Judulang thus was not eligible for relief from removal under section 212(c). The Court granted certiorari to resolve a circuit split on the question.

Writing for a unanimous Court, Justice Kagan flatly rejected the BIA’s interpretation of the relevant statutory provisions:

This case concerns the Board of Immigration Appeals’ . . . policy for deciding when resident aliens may apply to the Attorney General for relief from deportation under a now-repealed provision of the immigration laws. We hold that the BIA’s approach is arbitrary and capricious.

The legal background of this case is complex, but the principle guiding our decision is anything but. When an administrative agency sets policy, it must provide a reasoned explanation for its action. That is not a high bar, but it is an unwavering one. Here, the BIA has failed to meet it.

In reaching that conclusion, the Court applied mainstream administrative law principles borrowed from the Administrative Procedure Act and, far from rubber-stamping the agency ruling, found that the BIA’s ruling “flunked” minimal judicial review. The Court bluntly emphasized that “[w]e must reverse an agency policy when we cannot discern a reason for it. That is the trouble in this case.”


211. See Judulang, 132 S. Ct. at 483 & n.6 (citing lower court decisions in conflict on this question).

212. Id. at 479 (emphasis added).


215. Id. at 490. Influential jurist Judge Richard Posner, well known for his law and economics approach to the law, has been similarly harsh in criticizing BIA rulings. See Adam B. Cox, Deference, Delegation, and Immigration Law, 74 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1671, 1679-87 (2007).
deference under *Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.*, the seminal administrative law decision articulating the standard applicable to the review of an agency interpretation of an ambiguous statute.

The *Judulang* Court applied the same basic principles of statutory interpretation to the immigration laws that it generally applies to the interpretation of other statutes. The Court’s unanimous opinion is nothing less than a stinging rebuke of the BIA’s reasoning and the U.S. government’s defense of it. In addition, the decision follows the trend of subjecting the immigration decisions of the BIA to the same general standards of judicial review that apply to actions of other administrative agencies.

**C. Kawashima v. Holder: Removal for Tax Crimes**

In *Kawashima v. Holder*, the U.S. Supreme Court, in a six-three decision by Justice Thomas, affirmed a court of appeals holding that a tax crime was an aggravated felony under the U.S. immigration laws, which

---


would subject an immigrant to mandatory removal from the United States. Akio and Fusako Kawashima, lawful permanent residents from Japan who had lived in the United States since 1984, were convicted for the filing, and aiding and abetting in the filing, of a false statement on a corporate tax return. The immigration question was whether the crimes constituted aggravated felonies, thereby requiring removal.221 Engaging in a straightforward interpretation of the text of the statute, the Court agreed with the BIA and the court of appeals that the tax crimes at issue did in fact constitute aggravated felonies.222

At times, the Supreme Court has applied the rule of lenity to interpret ambiguities in the removal provisions of the immigration laws in favor of the noncitizen resisting deportation.223 However, a majority of the Court in Kawashima found that there was no ambiguity in the statutory provision in question.224

Joined by Justices Breyer and Kagan, Justice Ginsburg dissented.225 Reading the statute as more ambiguous than the majority, she relied on the rule of lenity as justifying interpretation of the statute in favor of the noncitizens.226 Justice Ginsburg, therefore, concluded that the Kawashimas’ tax crimes failed to constitute aggravated felonies.227

As often is the case in immigration cases, the majority and the dissent in Kawashima engaged in a debate over the proper construction of complex U.S. immigration laws. And, as is common in the Court’s decisions, the majority and dissent employed contrasting methods of statutory interpretation.228 The majority focused on the plain meaning of the statute;

221. See id. at 1170.
222. See id. at 1176.
224. See Kawashima, 132 S. Ct. at 1175-76 (“[T]he Kawashimas argue that [the statute] . . . is ambiguous, and that we should therefore construe the statute in their favor. It is true that we have, in the past, construed ambiguities in deportation statutes in the alien’s favor . . . We think the application of the present statute clear enough that resort to the rule of lenity is not warranted.”) (emphasis added)).
226. See id. at 1177-80.
227. See id. at 1181.
Justice Ginsburg’s dissent read the statutory text and its structure differently. In interpreting the relevant provisions of the immigration law, all of the Justices looked to a generally-applicable legal principle—the rule of lenity—but reached different conclusions about whether it applied.

D. Vartelas v. Holder: Retroactive Application of Immigration Reforms

The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA) added Immigration and Nationality Act section 101(a)(13)(C)(v), which changed the definition of “admission” into the United States. That new provision deems a lawful permanent resident returning from a brief trip outside the country who had been convicted of certain criminal offenses to be seeking initial admission into the country; that noncitizen thus is subject to all of the inadmissibility provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

Panagis Vartelas originally came lawfully to the United States in 1979 on a student visa and later became a lawful permanent resident. In 1994, he pleaded guilty to a felony of conspiring to make a counterfeit security and subsequently served a four-month sentence. Relying on the 1996 amendment, the U.S. government denied admission to Vartelas upon his return to the United States after a brief visit to Greece in 2003, because the previous counterfeiting conviction was a “crime involving moral turpitude.”

Before 1996, a lawful permanent resident in Vartelas’s situation would have been able to take a short trip out of the country without risking denial of re-entry. Even after 1996, Vartelas would not have been subject to

229. See supra text accompanying notes 225-27.
230. See supra text accompanying notes 220-27.
234. See id. at 1483.
236. See Rosenberg v. Fleuti, 374 U.S. 449 (1963) (holding that an “innocent, casual and brief” trip outside the United States by a lawful permanent resident was not a departure warranting the treatment of the return to the country as a new “entry” subject to the full array of exclusion grounds).
removal if he had not traveled outside the United States. However, as the U.S. government interpreted the 1996 provision, Vartelas could be denied admission back into the country because of a brief trip outside the United States.  

The Supreme Court granted certiorari to resolve a conflict between the circuits on the question. In an opinion by Justice Ginsburg for a six-three majority, the Court rejected the BIA’s order that Vartelas be returned to Greece:

We conclude that the relevant provision of IIRIRA, § 1101(a)(13)(C)(v), attached a new disability (denial of reentry) in respect to past events (Vartelas’ pre-IIRIRA offense, plea, and conviction). Guided by the deeply rooted presumption against retroactive legislation, we hold that § 1101(a)(13)(C)(v) does not apply to Vartelas’ conviction.

To reach that conclusion, the Court applied the general “presumption against retroactive legislation” and the retroactivity doctrine articulated in its 1994 decision in Landgraf v. USI Film Products. The Court held that, in pleading guilty to the criminal charge in 1994, Vartelas “likely relied” on the law as it existed at that time, which allowed him to take brief trips outside the United States without risking denial of re-entry into the country.

Joined by Justices Thomas and Alito, Justice Scalia dissented. The dissent viewed the activity regulated by the 1996 amendment to the immigration laws as Vartelas’ reentry into the United States after a trip outside the country after 1996, rather than the decision to plead guilty to a criminal offense before 1996. Consequently, the BIA, in Justice Scalia’s estimation, did not retroactively apply the new statutory language of the 1996 act; the test for whether retroactive application of the law was constitutional therefore should not apply. Vartelas’s readmission to the United States involved a trip in 2003 that occurred years after the effective
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date of the legislation. Justice Scalia chastised the majority for evading the plain meaning of the statute to achieve what it deemed to be the fair result in the case.

In sum, the Supreme Court found for Vartelas in an opinion that, relying on the generally applicable test for the retroactive application of new laws, concluded that the application of the 1996 amendments to Vartelas’ case would be unconstitutional. The majority and the dissent differed primarily with respect to the application of standard retroactivity doctrine to Vartelas’s brief trip to Greece. A majority ruled that he could not be constitutionally subject to retroactive application of the 1996 amendment.

E. Holder v. Gutierrez: Eligibility for Relief from Removal

In consolidated cases, the Supreme Court reviewed the BIA’s ruling that the years of a parent’s residency in the United States could not be imputed to a minor child for purposes of calculating the years of residence necessary for eligibility for relief from removal known as “cancellation of removal.” A split in the circuits had developed on this question of statutory construction.

In 1989, the family of five-year-old Carlos Martinez Gutierrez brought him unlawfully from Mexico to the United States. Two years later, Martinez Gutierrez’s father was admitted to the country as a lawful permanent resident. More than a decade later, in 2003, the U.S. government granted Martinez Gutierrez lawful immigration status. He was later apprehended for smuggling undocumented immigrants across the U.S.-Mexico border. To defend against removal from the United States, Martinez Gutierrez sought cancellation of removal. The immigration court concluded that, even though Martinez Gutierrez himself did not
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satisfy the statutory requirement of seven years of continuous residence in
the United States, he qualified for this relief based on his father’s residen-
cy.257 The BIA reversed.258 The court of appeals granted Martinez
Gutierrez’s petition for review and remanded the case to the BIA for
reconsideration.259

A companion case had similar facts. In 1995, fifteen-year-old Damien
Sawyers was admitted as a lawful permanent resident from Jamaica.260 At
that time, his mother had lawfully entered the country and resided in the
country for six years.261 In 2002, Sawyers was convicted of a drug offense,
and the U.S. government initiated proceedings to remove him from the
country.262 The immigration court found Sawyers to be ineligible for
cancellation of removal because he was a few months short of the seven
years of continuous residence required by the statute and refused to impute
his mother’s years of residency to him.263 The BIA denied the petition for
review, but the court of appeals disagreed.264

Writing for a unanimous Court, Justice Kagan deferred to the BIA’s
construction of the statutory provision in question.265 The Court conclud-
ed that the Board’s refusal to impute of the time of parent’s residence to the
child for purposes of eligibility for relief from removal was a reasonable
construction of the ambiguous statutory provision in question.266

Accordingly, the Court found that the agency’s interpretation was entitled
to deference under Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc.267

The Court’s decision in Holder v. Gutierrez has all the trappings of the
run-of-the-mill Chevron deference case.268 That it was a unanimous
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267. 467 U.S. 837 (1984). For analysis of the Supreme Court’s application of Chevron
deference to immigration cases, see supra note 218 (citing authorities).
268. See, e.g., Gonzales v. Oregon, 546 U.S. 243 (2006); Christensen v. Harris County,
decision, with the opinion assigned to the most junior Justice, suggests that the Court did not find the decision to be particularly controversial. The Court merely addressed an ordinary immigration case in a routine fashion.

IV. The 2012 Term

In the 2012 Term, the Supreme Court handed down two merits decisions in immigration cases. In one significant case, the Court rejected the mandatory removal of a long-term lawful permanent resident based on a single criminal conviction involving possession of a small amount of marijuana.269 The Court in another case applied generally applicable legal doctrine in refusing to retroactively apply its decision in Padilla v. Kentucky, which expanded the right to effective assistance of counsel to include appraisal of the possible immigration consequences of a criminal conviction under a plea agreement.270

The Court in the 2012 Term also denied certiorari and declined to review a court of appeals decision striking down much of Alabama’s controversial immigration enforcement law, which represented a brand of immigration enforcement even stricter, in certain respects, than Arizona’s.271

A. Moncrieffe v. Holder: Removal for Marijuana Possession

Adrian Moncrieffe was lawfully brought to the United States from Jamaica in 1984 at age three.272 He had two U.S. citizen children.273 In 2007, local police stopped Moncrieffe while he was driving his automobile on the interstate in Georgia, en route to Miami, Florida, after a short visit with his daughter in Atlanta.274 Police found 1.3 grams of marijuana (about two or three cigarettes) in the vehicle.275 Moncrieffe pleaded guilty to
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274. See id. at 5. For a detailed analysis of the facts upon which about the stop and arrest culminating in Moncrieffe’s criminal conviction, see Kevin R. Johnson, Racial Profiling in the War on Drugs Meets the Immigration Removal Process: The Case of Moncrieffe v. Holder, 48 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 967 (2015).
violating a Georgia law criminalizing a broad range of conduct, from the possession of a small amount of marijuana for personal use to distribution of large quantities for sale. The marijuana conviction was Moncrieffe’s one and only criminal conviction in his decades of lawful residence in the United States.

Two years later, U.S. immigration officials arrested, detained, and initiated removal proceedings against Moncrieffe, claiming that the marijuana conviction constituted an aggravated felony under the immigration laws. The immigration court ordered Moncrieffe removed from the United States. The BIA affirmed and the Fifth Circuit, in an opinion by Judge Edith Jones, denied the petition for review of the removal order.

In a seven-two decision, the Supreme Court resolved a split among the circuits concerning whether a conviction under a state statute that criminalizes conduct characterized by both the Controlled Substance Act’s felony and misdemeanor provisions constitutes an aggravated felony under the immigration laws, thus rendering the noncitizen ineligible for cancellation of removal. Following the “categorical approach” to the classification of state criminal offenses as aggravated felonies for purposes of removal under federal law, the Court, in an opinion by Justice Sonia Sotomayor, held that the conviction under Georgia law criminalizing possession of a small amount of marijuana (as was the case for Moncrieffe)
as well as actual distribution of controlled substances, failed to constitute an aggravated felony.

In Moncrieffe, the Supreme Court for the second time in the last five Terms rejected the U.S. government’s assertion that a minor drug offense constituted an aggravated felony for immigration purposes. Those decisions together demonstrate the Court’s reluctance to subject long-term lawful permanent residents of the United States to the equivalent of mandatory removal based on relatively small-time drug convictions. In both instances, the Court exercised ordinary review of the administrative agency decision and rejected the agency’s interpretation of the immigration laws.

B. Chaidez v. United States: Retroactive Application of Padilla v. Kentucky

Chaidez v. United States involved the relatively commonplace question of the retroactive application of a Supreme Court decision. A native of Mexico, Roselva Chaidez entered the United States in 1971 and became a lawful permanent resident in 1977. About twenty years later, she was involved in an automobile insurance fraud scheme in which she received less than two thousand dollars: on advice of counsel, Chaidez pleaded guilty to mail fraud and received a sentence of probation and restitution.

In 2009, Chaidez filed a naturalization petition. That filing brought her criminal conviction to the attention of the U.S. government, which instituted removal proceedings against her. Seeking to avoid removal

286. See Moncrieffe, 133 S. Ct. at 1686-87. In one case, the Court granted certiorari, vacated a court of appeals ruling, and remanded for further consideration in light of the decision in Moncrieffe v. Holder. See Garcia v. Holder, 638 F.3d 511 (6th Cir. 2011), vacated and remanded, 133 S. Ct. 2019 (2013). For courts applying Moncrieffe’s categorical approach, see, for example, Bautista v. Att’y Gen., 744 F.3d 54, 61-62 (3d Cir. 2014); Garcia v. Holder, 756 F.3d 839 (5th Cir. 2014); United States v. Aguilera-Rios, 754 F.3d 1105 (9th Cir.), amended and superseded on other grounds by 769 F.3d 626 (9th Cir. 2014); United States v. Estrella, 758 F.3d 1239 (11th Cir. 2014). The BIA offered direction in applying Moncrieffe’s categorical approach in In re Chairez-Castrejon, 26 I. & N. Dec. 349 (BIA 2014).
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after living in the country for more than thirty-five years, Chaidez brought an action to set aside the conviction, claiming that her attorney never warned her that the plea bargain and conviction might result in her removal from the United States. While that action was pending, the Supreme Court decided *Padilla v. Kentucky*, holding that the Sixth Amendment requires attorneys in criminal cases to inform noncitizen defendants of the possible immigration consequences of guilty pleas.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held that, because her criminal conviction had become final before the Court decided *Padilla v. Kentucky*, Chaidez was not entitled to the benefit of that ruling. The Supreme Court “granted certiorari . . . to resolve a split among federal and state courts on whether *Padilla* applies retroactively.”

Agreeing with the Seventh Circuit, the Supreme Court refused to afford Chaidez the retroactive benefit of *Padilla v. Kentucky*. Writing for the majority, Justice Kagan applied generally applicable retroactivity principles, including the Court’s 1989 decision in *Teague v. Lane*, and concluded that the *Padilla* decision did not apply to cases already final when it was decided. The Court reasoned that the change in the law was sufficiently “new” that it should not apply retroactively.

Justice Thomas concurred in the judgment, reiterating the view that the Court had incorrectly decided *Padilla*. Justice Sotomayor, joined by Justice Ginsburg, dissented. Because in her view *Padilla* did not announce a “new” rule, Justice Sotomayor would have retroactively applied the decision.

*Chaidez* is best understood as a run-of-the mill application of basic retroactivity doctrine. The assignment of the junior Justice to write for
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the majority suggests that the case was relatively uncontroversial and that the Court did not see itself as breaking new ground. The majority and dissent both focused on the proper application of existing retroactivity precedent (Teague v. Lane) to the case before the Court.305

The holding in Chaidez v. United States that Padilla does not apply retroactively will affect plea bargains in which convictions were entered before the Supreme Court decided Padilla. Commentators have criticized the Chaidez decision.306 Because the Obama administration has made it a priority to remove immigrants convicted of crimes from the United States by instituting removal actions based on relatively stale criminal convictions,307 Chaidez is likely to affect thousands of lawful permanent residents facing removal who will potentially suffer separation from family, friends, employment, and community, if removed from the United States.308

Having lived in the United States for decades, Chaidez herself has three children and two grandchildren, all U.S. citizens.309 Now facing removal based on a minor criminal conviction that under current law was secured in violation of the Constitution, she faces the possibility of being torn away
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from U.S. citizen family members and the only community she really knows.

C. Alabama v. United States: Certiorari Denial in a Federal Preemption Case

Building on Arizona’s SB 1070, the Alabama legislature in 2011 passed the Beason-Hammon Alabama Taxpayer and Citizen Protection Act. In certain respects, the Alabama law was stricter than Arizona’s SB 1070. It, for example, would have required the Alabama public schools to collect data on the number of enrolled undocumented students. This was an apparent step toward collecting the information necessary to mount a legal challenge to the Supreme Court’s holding in Plyler v. Doe, which invalidated a Texas law effectively barring undocumented students from the public schools.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit found that federal immigration law preempted large portions of Alabama’s immigration enforcement law. The Supreme Court, with Justice Scalia dissenting (consistent with his scathing dissent in Arizona v. United States), denied certiorari in Alabama v. United States. In doing so, the Supreme Court
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314. 457 U.S. 202, 229 (1982) (stating that the record in the case failed to support the claim of the state of Texas that undocumented immigrants burden the state’s economy and that their exclusion from the public schools would improve the overall quality of education); see also Kevin R. Johnson, Immigration and Civil Rights: Is the “New” Birmingham the Same As the “Old” Birmingham?, 21 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 367, 392-96 (2012) (explaining the adverse impacts of the Alabama immigration enforcement law on access to education of immigrants and Latina/os generally); Kevin R. Johnson, Sweet Home Alabama? Immigration and Civil Rights in the “New” South, 64 Stan. L. Rev. Online 22 (2011) (to the same effect).
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declined to re-enter the fray of state immigration enforcement laws after *Arizona v. United States*.\textsuperscript{317} It instead followed the conventional practice of allowing the Court’s recent decision on similar issues to percolate through the lower courts. The Court’s approach shows an unwillingness to reach to review a high profile case.

**V. The 2013 Term**

The 2013 Term was even slower than the previous Term with respect to immigration merit decisions. Focusing on the text of the relevant statute and the propriety of administrative deference, the Supreme Court’s single immigration merits decision exemplifies the Roberts Court’s unexceptional approach to immigration cases.\textsuperscript{318}

In the 2013 Term, the Court also denied certiorari in four cases, all but one of which struck down the guts of a state or local immigration enforcement law.\textsuperscript{319} Since deciding *Arizona v. United States*,\textsuperscript{320} the Court for the time being has opted not to review any more cases that raise the question of federal preemption of state and local immigration enforcement laws.

**A. Scialabba v. Cuellar de Osorio: Visas for “Aged-out” Adult Children**

Due in no small part to limits in the U.S. immigration laws known as the per-country ceilings, which generally cap the number of visas that can issue annually to citizens from any particular country, many noncitizens face lengthy waits after filing visa applications before the U.S. government actually issues the visas.\textsuperscript{321} The delays can be years and, in some instances, decades for prospective immigrants and their families from nations that annually send large numbers of immigrants to the United States, such as Mexico, the Philippines, and India.\textsuperscript{322}

\textsuperscript{317} *Alabama*, 133 S. Ct. 2022.
\textsuperscript{318} See infra Part V.A.
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\textsuperscript{320} See supra Part III.A.
\textsuperscript{321} See infra note 322 (citing authorities).
\textsuperscript{322} See Kevin R. Johnson, *The Intersection of Race and Class in U.S. Immigration Law and Enforcement*, 72 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 1, 13 (2009) (contending that the long delays in lawful immigration disparately impact nationals of developing nations largely populated by people of color); Bernard Trujillo, *Immigrant Visa Distribution: The Case of Mexico*, 2000 WIS. L. REV. 713 (analyzing impacts of long lines for immigrant visas on prospective immigrants from Mexico). The current visa backlogs are a problem that various comprehensive immigration reform proposals promised to address, with some granting
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In 2002, Congress passed the Child Status Protection Act. It amended the Immigration and Nationality Act to establish rules for determining answers to important practical questions caused by the lengthy delays in the issuance of visas to noncitizens who initially qualified for visas as “children” but, due to the passage of time, “age out”—meaning that they would no longer qualify as children for immigrant visas under the immigration laws and would, therefore, no longer be eligible as derivative beneficiaries of their parents’ visa applications.

Natives of El Salvador, Rosalina Cuellar de Osorio and her family waited seven years for immigrant visas that would allow them to rejoin Rosalina’s U.S. citizen mother in the United States. The government notified the family that they were next in line for visas, but they were also informed that the applicant’s son, who had turned twenty-one while the visa application was pending and was thus no longer a “child” for purposes of the immigration laws, was not eligible for a visa. He therefore could not lawfully immigrate to the United States with his mother.

In an action challenging the interpretation of the statute by the BIA that resulted in the denial of a visa to Cuellar de Osorio’s son, the district court granted summary judgment for the U.S. government. An en banc panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit reversed, concluding that the statute unambiguously grants relief to aged-out derivative beneficiaries; the court consequently found that, because the BIA’s interpretation conflicts with the plain language of the statute, it was not entitled to deference. The dissent disagreed and found that the statute “is ambiguous about whether aged-out . . . derivative beneficiaries are within its ambit,” and, because the BIA’s conclusion is reasonable, is entitled to deference.

Under the U.S. government’s interpretation of the immigration statute, a noncitizen family member who “ages out” due to years of waiting for a visa faces a situation in which the longer the child waits in line, the more likely she will be removed from the line. Aged out adult children basically must apply for a visa anew and move to the back of the immigration line. The sufficient numbers of visas to eliminate the backlog of applications. See Julia Preston, Goal Set for Reducing Backlog on Citizenship Applications, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 15, 2008, at A13.
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U.S. government’s position denied families with aged out children the ability to lawfully immigrate together, an outcome that runs counter to a fundamental purpose of the U.S. immigration laws—to promote family reunification.\textsuperscript{329}

The Supreme Court decided to resolve a circuit split on the question.\textsuperscript{330} A bipartisan group of members of Congress, including two prominent Republicans, Senators Orrin Hatch and John McCain, who voted for the 2002 Child Status Protection Act, submitted an amici curiae brief in support of the Ninth Circuit’s interpretation of the statute.\textsuperscript{331}

The specific question presented by \textit{Scialabba v. Cuellar de Osorio} was whether all noncitizens who qualify as a “child” at the time a visa petition is filed but “age out” by the time the visa becomes available should receive a visa at the same time as the visa applicant.\textsuperscript{332} As amended by the Child Status Protection Act, Immigration and Nationality Act section 203(h) provides that

\[ \text{[i]f the age of an alien is determined... to be 21 years of age or older... the alien’s petition shall automatically be converted to the appropriate category and the alien shall retain the original priority date issued upon receipt of the original petition.}\textsuperscript{333} \]

The BIA had interpreted that language to preclude the issuance of the visa to “aged out” children.\textsuperscript{334}

\begin{footnotes}
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Announcing the judgment of the Court, Justice Kagan wrote for the plurality, in an opinion joined by Justices Kennedy and Ginsburg. She began the analysis in telling fashion:

Principles of *Chevron* deference apply when the BIA interprets the immigration laws. Indeed, “judicial deference to the Executive Branch is especially appropriate in the immigration context,” where decisions about a complex statutory scheme often implicate foreign relations.

After analyzing the statutory text—replete with jocular references to its complexities, Justice Kagan concluded that it was ambiguous and subject to “internal tension mak[ing] possible alternative reasonable constructions . . . .” She ultimately concluded that “[t]his is the kind of case *Chevron* was built for. . . . Were we to overturn the Board in that circumstance, we would assume as our own the responsible and expert agency’s role. We decline that path, and defer to the Board.”

Chief Justice Roberts, joined by Justice Scalia, unlike the plurality, found no conflict or internal tension in the statutory provision. In the Chief’s estimation, the BIA’s interpretation was consistent with the plain meaning of the statute.

Finding the BIA’s interpretation contrary to the statutory text and thus not entitled to deference, Justice Alito dissented.

Justice Sotomayor, joined by Justices Breyer and Thomas (except as to one footnote), also dissented “[b]ecause the Court and the BIA ignore obvious ways in which [the statutory provision] can operate as a coherent whole and instead choose to construe the statute as a self-contradiction that was broken from the moment Congress wrote it.”

The decision in *Scialabba v. Cuellar de Osorio* is the most recent example of the Court’s unexceptional approach to immigration law. The Court once again reviewed in conventional fashion a case squarely raising
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the question of the appropriate deference to the BIA’s interpretation of the immigration statute.\textsuperscript{344} The Court’s decision highlights the bread-and-butter immigration cases that the federal courts are reviewing today, with the primary issue being whether to accept the BIA’s interpretation of the statute. Although reasonable minds may differ about the propriety of the outcomes of the cases, the Roberts Court is consistently applying generally applicable legal doctrines to immigration law.

\textbf{B. Certiorari Denials in Federal Preemption Cases}

In the 2013 Term, the Supreme Court denied certiorari in four cases in which the court of appeals addressed the question whether federal immigration law preempted state and local immigration enforcement laws. In so doing, the Court more or less followed its standard practice of declining to review cases that raised legal issues similar to those that it had recently decided. In three of the four cases, the lower courts had invalidated the core of the non-federal immigration enforcement laws.

\textit{1. City of Hazleton v. Lozano}

In 2011, the Court granted certiorari, vacated, and remanded a Third Circuit decision invalidating an aggressive Hazleton, Pennsylvania immigration enforcement ordinance in light of its federal preemption decision in \textit{Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting}.\textsuperscript{345} On remand, the court of appeals again concluded that federal immigration law preempted the Hazleton ordinance that, among other things, prohibited the rental of housing to, and barred the employment of, undocumented immigrants.\textsuperscript{346} Denying certiorari, the Supreme Court declined to return to the thicket of nonfederal efforts to enforce the U.S. immigration laws.\textsuperscript{347}

\textit{2. Villas at Parkside Partners v. City of Farmers Branch}

Over a number of years, Farmers Branch, Texas, a suburb of Dallas, had enacted several iterations of an immigration enforcement ordinance that had generated considerable controversy.\textsuperscript{348} A sharply divided en banc court of
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\textsuperscript{348} See Huyen Pham & Pham Hoang Van, \textit{The Economic Impact of Local Immigration Regulation: An Empirical Analysis}, 32 \textit{Cardozo L. Rev.} 485, 504 (2010) (noting that the Farmers Branch city council had amended its ordinance on three occasions); Rose Cuisin Villazor, \textit{The Undocumented Closet}, 92 N.C. L. Rev. 1, 41-42 (2013) (mentioning that the Farmers Branch ordinance prohibited housing rentals to undocumented immigrants); Daniel
appeals invalidated the ordinance. Noted conservative jurist Judge Edith Jones dissented; she would have found the ordinance a valid exercise of the “police power” and, thus, not preempted by federal immigration law. The Supreme Court denied certiorari in the case, thereby declining to review the Fifth Circuit decision invalidating much of the Farmers Branch ordinance.


In a piece of litigation involving provisions of Arizona’s SB 1070 law not at issue in the Supreme Court’s 2012 decision, the Ninth Circuit in Valle del Sol, Inc. v. Whiting held that federal immigration law preempted SB 1070’s effort to criminalize the harboring and transporting of undocumented immigrants. The Supreme Court declined to review the case.

4. Keller v. City of Fremont

In Keller v. City of Fremont, the Eighth Circuit rejected a federal preemption challenge to much of a Fremont, Nebraska immigration enforcement ordinance similar to the Hazelton, Pennsylvania law. Passed in 2010, the ordinance, among other things provides that landlords are prohibited from renting housing to undocumented immigrants. Even though the court of appeals reached a different federal preemption conclusion than the other three courts did in cases in which the Court denied certiorari in the 2013 Term, the Court declined to review the case.
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Since the Supreme Court in 2012 struck down much of Arizona’s SB 1070 in *Arizona v. United States*, it has refused to review a series of cases raising the issue of federal preemption of state and local immigration enforcement laws. For the time being, the Court appears to have said its piece on the subject.

**VI. The Roberts Court and the Erosion of Immigration Exceptionalism**

A review of the Supreme Court decisions from the 2009 to the 2013 Terms reveals that the Roberts Court has consistently applied conventional methods of statutory interpretation and doctrines of administrative deference in its immigration decisions. Its 2014 immigration decision in *Scialabba v. Cuellar de Osorio* is a clear example, with the Justices interpreting the immigration statute differently and reaching contrasting conclusions about the propriety of deference to the agency interpretation of the statutory provision in question.

The Supreme Court’s decision in *Arizona v. United States* also exemplifies immigration unexceptionalism. In an opinion generally lacking ideological flair, the Court invalidated in large part a controversial state immigration enforcement law that had grabbed national attention and provoked considerable debate. Indeed, in somewhat surprisingly striking down the core of SB 1070, the Court applied standard federal preemption principles in generally unremarkable fashion.

Immigration law thus appears to be moving away from anything akin to the immigration exceptionalism for which it is well known and is becoming more consistent with other bodies of American jurisprudence. Although exceptions may arise in the future in the extraordinary case, immigration law in important respects has become what might be characterized as “mainstreamed” in American jurisprudence.

**A. The Mainstreaming of Immigration Law**

In its recent immigration jurisprudence, the Roberts Court consistently has applied generally applicable principles of statutory interpretation, rules of deference to administrative agencies, and other legal doctrines, such as
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those involving retroactive application of changes in the law and federal preemption. By so doing, the Court has tended toward doctrinal consistency across substantive areas of the law.

The U.S. government continues to make aggressive arguments for the affirmance of BIA removal orders, only to have the Court frequently reject them.\textsuperscript{364} The Court, for example, found unpersuasive the U.S. government’s attempts to subject long-term lawful permanent residents to mandatory deportation for what can be reasonably characterized as minor criminal offenses.\textsuperscript{365} Similarly, the Court refused to accept arbitrary and capricious limits imposed by the Board on relief from removal for long-term lawful permanent residents.\textsuperscript{366} Put simply, the executive branch has invoked zealous litigation positions to defend its aggressive removal efforts, only to have a conservative Supreme Court, which one might assume to be sympathetic, reject those arguments.

Once in the five Terms, a deadlocked Court could not reach a decision in a case involving a challenge to gender distinctions in the nationality laws that squarely implicated the continuing vitality of the plenary power doctrine.\textsuperscript{367} The four-four split of the Justices suggests a divide over the constitutionality of the gender distinctions in the immigration laws. That division, in turn, suggests that the Court might in the future revisit the continuing vitality of the plenary power doctrine.\textsuperscript{368}

In keeping with its generally unexceptional approach to immigration, the Roberts Court also has adhered to its standard guidelines for selecting
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which immigration decisions to accept for review. The Court has not
stretched the rules to grant certiorari in controversial immigration cases,
such as the California Supreme Court decision allowing undocumented
immigrants to pay in-state fees at public universities or any of the numerous
court of appeals decisions involving the constitutionality of state and local
immigration enforcement laws. 369 This caution reflects the work of a Court
carefully adhering to its ordinary rules in selecting the immigration cases to
review.

All told, the Supreme Court has applied generally applicable legal
principles to the immigration cases that it decides to accept for review. It is
noteworthy that the Court rejected the U.S. government’s arguments in a
number of immigration cases.370 It is difficult to discern significantly
different treatment of immigration matters by the Court and any deviation
from conventional legal doctrines.

For its part, although taking aggressive positions in the high Court, the
executive branch under President Obama does not zealously invoke the
plenary power doctrine in an attempt to justify its policies in the way that
the Bush administration did with respect to the adoption of the
extraordinary “special registration” program directed at Arab and Muslim
noncitizens.371 In fact, the Obama administration took the rare step in
Kucana v. Holder of refusing to defend a court of appeals ruling in its favor
that the courts lacked jurisdiction to review the denial of a motion to reopen
removal proceedings.372 Consistent with past precedent, the Court
ultimately held that motions to reopen were subject to judicial review
(although that review continues to be quite deferential).373
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Students of immigration law who have been well-schooled in the plenary power doctrine may find the unexceptional nature of the Supreme Court’s contemporary immigration decisions to be surprising. The truth of the matter is that the impact of that exceptional doctrine on the Roberts Court’s immigration jurisprudence appears to be, at most, negligible.

It indeed is most surprising that neither the Court under Chief Justice Roberts nor the U.S. government under the leadership of President Obama, have paid much attention to the plenary power doctrine. Instead of deviating from ordinary judicial review principles, the Court has consistently reviewed the immigration decisions of the executive branch in a manner strikingly similar to its scrutiny of the decisions of other administrative agencies. This pattern suggests that the doctrine fits uncomfortably in modern American jurisprudence.

Observers can draw several basic practical lessons of advocacy from the Roberts Court’s immigration decisions. One is that the Court in the ordinary immigration case in fact independently reviews the specific rulings of the BIA. At times, the Court has flatly rejected the BIA’s positions. Under traditional notions of agency deference, the Roberts Court has not hesitated to reverse removal decisions that it concludes are based on erroneous readings of the immigration statute.

At the same time, the Court is ready and willing, when the immigration provision in question is ambiguous, to apply ordinary administrative law doctrines and defer to what it determines to be reasonable interpretations of statutory ambiguity by the BIA. It, however, has not applied any form of deference to agency immigration decisions even vaguely resembling the blanket deference called for by an unvarnished version of the plenary power doctrine.

Over at least the last decade, the Court has followed a consistent pattern with respect to deference to the BIA, with a rather unextraordinary body of immigration jurisprudence emerging as a result. That is not to suggest that the Court’s decisions have gone uncriticized, which is not the case. Commentators regularly question the Court’s interpretation of the laws,
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deference to the agency, and application of generally applicable legal doctrines. Still, the Court’s immigration jurisprudence sits firmly in the jurisprudential mainstream, generally consistent with other bodies of substantive law.

As is common in its approach to other bodies of law, the Roberts Court ordinarily begins by engaging in rigorous analysis of the text of the immigration statute. Immigration attorneys should take note of the Court’s careful attention to statutory construction, which is important given the well-known complexities of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

Ultimately, immigration attorneys should expect ordinary—but not in any way extreme—deference by the Supreme Court to BIA interpretations of the immigration laws. As mentioned previously, the classic plenary power doctrine does not appear to meaningfully influence the Court’s review of ordinary BIA decisions. Calls for extraordinary deference rarely come up in the run-of-the-mill removal case, in which the Court focuses on parsing the language of the immigration laws and deciding on the appropriate deference to the agency.

The Supreme Court has also embraced a mainstream approach in its decisions involving federal preemption of state and local immigration enforcement laws, which state and local governments have enacted with regularity in recent years. The Court has done so despite the volatile political tensions over immigration enforcement and the heated controversy surrounding state and local immigration enforcement laws. The two merits decisions in the 2009-13 Terms deciding federal preemption of these kinds of laws reach contrary conclusions based on a straightforward interpretation of the statutory text of the immigration laws. Those decisions clarified the appropriate approach to federal preemption of state immigration enforcement laws and left little doubt about, consistent with past precedent,
the primacy of federal power over immigration. Following its standard
review practice, the Court also declined to review lower court decisions
invalidating the core of the Alabama, Hazleton, Pennsylvania, and Farmers
Branch, Texas (and upholding much of the Fremont, Nebraska) immigration enforcement laws.383

Beyond the fact that the decisions fit comfortably into the mainstream,
the Supreme Court’s body of immigration decisions is difficult to
categorize. The Court generally approaches each case on a factually and
legally specific basis and applies conventional legal norms of statutory
construction, agency deference, retroactivity analysis, and federal
preemption doctrine. The Court’s approach generally lacks ideological
heavy-handedness, with a few isolated exceptions in opinions by individual
Justices. Justice Scalia’s high-pitched dissent in Arizona v. United States
arguably represents the exception that proves the general rule.384

Immigrants generally have won more than they have lost in the Supreme
Court in the 2009-13 Terms. Such an outcome is not what one might predict
from a Court led by a conservative Chief Justice, laws that have grown
increasingly tough on immigrants385 and the considerable deference
generally accorded to administrative agencies.386 That immigrants prevailed
so frequently might be the most surprising—and telling—characteristic of
the Roberts Court’s immigration decisions.

B. Rejection of a More Protective Immigration Jurisprudence

More than twenty years ago,387 I criticized a series of Supreme Court
decisions that employed generally applicable principles of statutory
construction and administrative law in the review of agency immigration
decisions and found against the noncitizens.388 The thrust of the argument
was that, given the weighty life and liberty issues at stake in immigration
cases, including possible removal from the United States, the lack of direct
political accountability of administrative agencies to noncitizens who
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cannot vote, and evidence of a consistently high incidence of error and possible bias in the immigration bureaucracy, courts should engage in more exacting judicial review of agency immigration decisions to ensure compliance with the law, fundamental fairness, and due consideration of the life and liberty interests at stake.

The Supreme Court, generally speaking, has not embraced anything resembling “hard look” review of the immigration decisions of the executive branch. Rather, it instead has consistently opted for standard judicial review of immigration decisions similar to that generally accorded administrative agencies. Even if disappointed by the Court’s rejection of more exacting judicial review, scholars should view positively the consistent individualized review of agency immigration decisions and the application of ordinary, not exceptional, deference principles to the rulings of the BIA.

Conclusion

A review of the Supreme Court’s immigration decisions in the 2009-13 Terms reveals that, as a practical matter, the Roberts Court’s conservative judicial philosophy has meant review of immigration cases through application of mainstream transsubstantive legal principles. That form of review contrasts sharply with the judicial hands-off approach popular on the Supreme Court in the heyday of the plenary power doctrine.

Nor is there reason to believe that, absent unforeseeable developments, the Court’s approach to immigration cases will change much in the near future. The Justices seem firmly wedded to a mainstream interpretation and application of the U.S. immigration laws.

Indeed, there is every reason to believe that the Supreme Court will continue to review immigration cases in a similar fashion. This is true even if the Court’s ideological composition changes. More liberal appointments might be predicted to lead to somewhat less deference to the BIA and a further move away from immigration exceptionalism. However, increased deference, or a revival of the plenary power doctrine, would appear much less likely with a more liberal Court and its likely predisposition to
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meaningful constitutional review of the immigration laws to ensure that agency decisions are consistent with the immigration statute.

Conversely, it seems unlikely that the addition of more conservative Justices to the Court would result in a return to a full-fledged plenary power regime, or anything resembling immigration exceptionalism. Additional conservative Justices would likely result in reinforcing the current trend of the Court’s unexceptional and unremarkable immigration jurisprudence. However, greater deference to the immigration bureaucracy under generally applicable administrative law doctrines might be expected.

In sum, the current trajectory of this Court’s immigration cases suggests that, absent unexpected developments, the trend toward a normalized and unexceptional immigration jurisprudence is likely to continue. Immigration exceptionalism—and, with it, the *Chinese Exclusion Case*—after 125 years appears to slowly but surely be on its way out.